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Abstract: In this paper an overview on the inclusive spatial design tools providing equal access to waterfront landscapes for tourists living with disabilities will be given. The focus is on close-to-natural areas which are popular because of their recreational potential. These areas present special natural and landscape values, and mostly are ecologically vulnerable. In these important ecological surroundings human presence and landscape values must be harmonized.

Environmental conditions, legal requirements and the economic situation can limit the opportunity for comprehensive access, but keep disability in mind while designing and maintaining these sites is a potential to provide wider access to the waterfront tourist destinations. We are about to present model solutions keeping the environment totally or mostly in its original, natural condition, but allowing recreational activities in the site at the same time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Waterfront landscapes with ecological values often are popular tourist destinations because of their natural beauty. The naturalness shown mainly by the level of biodiversity invites people engaging physical outdoor activities [2], and this way nature contributes to human well-being, and provides health benefits for all [17]. At the same time, in ecologically important sites nature protection is also a priority. Therefore, if the protection is not so strict and human presence can be allowed, awareness of the natural values must be raised. As the Hungarian Act on Nature Conservation in Hungary [9] puts it, it is essential to promote landscape values in order to protect them, and also to enable the educational and recreational use of these sites. Therefore it is of high importance to harmonize natural and human interest.

Based on the Hungarian population census of 2011, about 4.6% of the population can be considered as physically restricted or handicapped (actual number: 457000) [14]. In addition, there are even more people affected by disability issues: the families and friends of people with disabilities are also involved when it comes to go on holiday.

The Ministry of Social Affairs commissioned the Motivation Foundation (Motíváció Alapítvány)
and its partner, the Revita Foundation to conduct a research on “tourist habits and needs of people with disabilities”. The basic objectives of the research program was to inquire the travelling habits and special needs of people with disabilities in order to propose guidelines and services for tourism industry for proper accommodation and fulfillment of these needs of the people living with disabilities. The research including the four most typical disability groups with motor, visual, hearing or mental disabilities administered 1000 questionnaires to subjects whose age was within the working age group (15-64 years old) and it was followed by personal interviews.

Research has shown – among other findings – that in Hungary the tourism opportunities for people with disabilities, habits and needs of the individual components differ significantly in some aspects from the general population, and people with disabilities do demand travel opportunities. Moreover – which might be surprising – people with disabilities like to travel in some aspect more than other people. Slightly less than 90% of people with disabilities of the sample travelled as tourists in the previous 2 years either domestically or abroad. About half of the responders used railings, handrails and ramps during the tourism programs.

The research highlights that in all disability groups the waterfront recreation is one of the most popular tourist attraction and recreation destination. It is not only the current practice, but also characterizes the preferences of travellers with disabilities [18].

The results of the research have landscape architecture perspective as well. For spatial planners and landscape designers it is important to examine the points of interests of people with disabilities, their travelling habits, motivations for excursions. The landscape architects should take into the account the deficiencies of infrastructure of natural or semi-natural areas that make travelling impossible or very difficult for people with disabilities. The results and conclusions of this research can broaden the expert knowledge on how to bring people with disabilities closer to the nature without damaging or degrading the important ecological areas and their unique or highly valued environmental features or making them disappear from the site.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The authors are active spatial designers in the fields of landscape architecture, architecture, interior design and civil engineering, so the issue is examined from different scales and perspectives [4, 5]. Our focus is on inclusive design. The shown design tools and examples are collected from our design practices and research. Our aim is to show opportunities to other designers whether and how is it possible to provide access to tourist and recreational destinations for all [7, 8]. Careful design and the sensitive adaptation of the spatial solutions are the keys for a more inclusive environment, even when equal access cannot be fully realized. In summary, this research, using the universal design means and systems, presents planning and design tools of architecture, landscape architecture, other design specialties and civil engineering which are widely used in some European countries, in the United States and Canada [1, 17] in order to be able to accommodate people with disabilities who can get a more complete travelling, participation and nature experience.

3. PHILOSOPHICAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT AND THE GRAMMAR OF DESIGN

The topic of equal accessibility leads us into the deep regions of philosophy in strong relation to linguistic approaches. Examining natural human languages, as tools for communication, linguistics agree that the use of languages should be transparent [20]. What do they mean by transparency? Transparency in this meaning is a beneficial property not disturbing the transmitted information. Linguistic transparency is a sensitive balance between visibility and
non-visibility. Obviously there is a need for a certain level of physical effects as the base of communication, but all the effects beyond these basic needs are disadvantageous and confusing. Language should play its roll as transmitting the information, but shouldn’t be noticed as a separated entity. Language plays the best roll, when it is transparent, when it is imperceptible as a tool.

Applying this linguistic metaphor to design aiming equal access, we must claim, that the best solutions are invisible in the same way, as we defined above. The only organic way to be invisible is to integrate the topic into social and professional levels of the everyday use. At the social scene – referring the famous model of evolution biologist Richard Dawkins – we should develop well-functioning memes [3], those could spread in the space of social consciousness and become integrated component of the everyday discussions. Memes, the cognitive “genes” of human thinking can be very effective and can become replicators like biological genes, multiplying themselves in the “infected” structures. Referring another classic comment of “meaning is use” [21], the best method to give the right and effective meaning of “equal accessibility” or “environmental awareness” is evidently to overwhelm the space of everyday discussions with the current uses of the expression as well as the linked practical manifestations. This way we can gain an evident, integrated, in other word: transparent social communicational tool and we are able to handle the problems of people living with disabilities or the issues of sustainable landscape management.

In the field of design we can also apply the metaphor of transparency. Effective design is organic, as Frank Lloyd Wright puts it: developing from the bottom to the top [22]. The proper design solutions should follow the same rules than a language in human communication: on the one hand they should serve the current function and for this they should be “visible”, but it should be a limited visibility, therefore on the other hand proper design solutions should play their tool-roll, and as tools should remain invisible or transparent. For this purpose designers, architects and landscape architects should carefully examine all the social, physical, psychological, functional and technical circumstances of the current tasks, and should only gently answer all these questions in harmony with the widespread memes of the topic (see above). This way they can avoid one of the greatest enemies of all creative activities, what is overdesign [16]. Overdesign is a needlessly loud phenomenon, especially in those environments, where an important goal is to provide and protect the genuine, mostly silent values of nature.

4. LEGAL CONTEXT

In Hungary, accessibility requirements for people with disabilities mostly concern the built environment [10]. Although the modification of the equalization opportunity law in 2007 [11] shifted the focus from the physical barriers to a more general level of equal access including public services, there are still very few guidelines for constructions in the close-to-natural environment aiming to provide access for the public [12].

The accessibility of a site is influenced both by the individual abilities of the visitors and the physical conditions of the environment. Social exclusion and disadvantage of people with disabilities can be reduced if a careful and proper design is applied [19]. Disability can be compensated by using the adequate technical solutions and by enhancing the degree of participation in the community or society [15].

Equal access can be enhanced if the site is as barrier-free as possible, and the conditions are right for getting information and for being able to communicate. The semi-natural environment the more accessible is, nature and space the more intensively can be experienced. In Hungary “the built environment shall be considered accessible if convenient, safe and
independent use is ensured for all persons.” [10] In a close-to-natural environment this is a more complex issue, considering the ecosystems full of natural elements and features which cannot or must not be changed. But supported with proper social attitude there are possibilities to provide access also to ecologically vulnerable tourist destinations (e.g. waterfronts) for a broader range of individuals.

5. SPECIAL NEEDS WITH DIFFERENT DISABILITIES

1.1 Mobility impairments

The special needs of people living with mobility impairments are the followings:
- the surface and texture of the pavements
- the differences in level
- the angle of the slopes
- the size and space for approach and use
- the consideration of the reference dimensions of the human body

1.1 Visual impairments

The special needs of people living with visual impairments are the followings:
- the surface and texture of the pavements
- the differences in level
- warning of dangers
- signing of safe routes and guiding to destinations
- haptic and auditive information (it must be taken into consideration that in the outdoor environment haptic information like Braille texts can get dirty)
- obvious and strength visual signs
- contrast in light and colour
- legibility
- the size and space for approach and use
- the consideration of the reference dimensions of the human body

1.1 Hearing impairments and mental disabilities

- warning of dangers
- signing of safe routes and guiding to destinations
- obvious and strength visual signs
- contrast in light and colour
- use of pictograms
- legibility, simplicity, conciseness, transparency, consistency, clarity
Concerning the surfaces, constructions, dimensions, materials etc., the general design principles should be taken into consideration. This paper aims to show the specific solutions which can be adapted to waterfront landscapes, and does not detail technical information.

6. ACCESS TO WATERFRONT LANDSCAPES

1.1 Parking and approaching

At the entrance of the site accessible parking places are necessary for cars, vans and – in the case of hosting visitor groups – buses. The area should be accessed by public transportation as well. The waterfront and other tourist attractions of the site must be available from the accessible parking places. At the entrances detailed information must be placed with the directions, attractions, basic services, wheelchair-accessible accommodations, routes and activities, etc., which can be founded in the site. If it is possible build accessible routes to the waterfront maximum after every 500 m.

Figure 1. & 2. Information at the entrances and signing all accessible services is of high importance

As we have mentioned, the differences in level are often obstacles for people living with disabilities. In addition, the elderly, or families with small children also may experience this handicap when walking with stick or baby stroller. It is an advantage of waterfronts that the bank of lakes, rivers and springs is often flat, and the elevation of the bank is non-existing or moderate. At the same time banks are often covered in sand or rocks, which can make it difficult to approach the water body, therefore compacted paths must be provided. These paths, walkways or bicycle roads are more convenient and preferred by able-bodied visitors as well. The material of these paths is mostly concrete, wood or – covering the parts in the water – metal stepping grid. Every construction must be stable – even pontoons must not swing. No slippery surfaces are affordable, and at this point we emphasize the importance of proper maintaining.
Figure 3. & 4. Compacted paths are preferred by all visitors, because it is hard to walk or drive on soft surfaces like sand or gravel

Figure 5. & 6. Most often used materials on waterfront landscapes are concrete, wood and metal – besides the good quality, maintaining is also an important issue

1.2 Bathing beaches, jetties and pontoons

Natural bathing places are visited mostly in the summertime for water activities like swimming, boating and water sports. At the same time these sites often function as recreational areas for people who live in the neighbourhood during the whole year. Therefore trees and park furniture is needed. Benches should be placed in sunny and shady locations as well, because their use depends on the preferences of the visitors and also on the outdoor conditions like the season or the weather.

Services like wheelchair-accessible toilet, changing room and shower must be available [13]. These services should be close to each other and to the swimming place, and must be provided with accessible routes within the site. If it is possible to borrow a wheelchair for getting into the water, storage place for the own wheelchair of the visitor is necessary.

For entering the water, the following opportunities are convenient:

- gently sloping ramp with double handrails and metal stepping grid surface on the underwater parts (In this case, for wheelchair users a nother wheelchair is necessary in the water.)
- stairway with double handrails and metal stepping grid surface on the underwater parts
• gently sloping mobile slide (In this case the visitors with disabilities need assistance, and the suitable changing point for sitting from the chair to the slide must be provided.)
• pool lift (In this case the visitors with disabilities need assistance.)

Figure 7. & 8. Access to the water via from a wooden jetty via ramp, staircase and pool lift

Figure 9. & 10. The jetty is a wood construction with safety railings and edges, and the underwater part is a metal construction

Bathing pontoons should be as stable as possible, and must be equipped with safety railings. The level difference between the water surface and the pontoon’s or jetty’s surface should be moderate, and so should be the level difference between the bank and the pontoon or jetty. [17]
1.1 Fishing places

Fishing places suitable for the use by people with disabilities should not be separated from average fishing places in order to integrate all visitors. Sitting furniture can be placed, but leave barrier-free space for wheelchair users. If possible let an area with a diameter of 10 m free from vegetation (e.g. trees or reed) in order to avoid the hook or the line getting caught. Because of the lower level of mobility and the lack of trees rain- and wind-shelters are necessary for these fishing places. The jetty must be equipped with edging and safety railing, at least on the wheelchair-accessible part. The railing should be a little bit smaller as sitting people use it for fishing who are not able to stand up when caught a fish. [6, 17]

![Diagram of wheelchair-accessible fishing places](image)

Figure 11. & 12. Wheelchair-accessible fishing places integrated with average fishing places

7. CONCLUSION

Waterfront landscapes are popular tourist destinations among people, including those who live with some disability. At the same time these areas are sensitive ecosystems, and therefore minimal interventions should be applied when providing access to them. As we have shown, the general design tools with little adaptations or even only with careful design can ensure the access for a wider range of visitors. The examples in this paper are good examples from abroad, but these technical solutions can be applied in other parts of the world, also in Hungary and other European countries. If inclusive design and nature conservation principles are taken into consideration from the very beginning of the whole design process, access to waterfront landscapes can be spread, and the natural values of the landscape remain existing and provide the experience of nature for the human race.
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